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Professional Summary: Strongly skilled Application developer with a proven talent for spotting innovations. 
Proficient at working independently in a team environment. Able to work in a high pressure environment while 
delivering projects on or before deadlines. Always ready to work in new technologies.

Technical Skills

Technologies: PHP, Java, Android, Swift 3.0
Frameworks & CMS:  Drupal 8, YII, Twig, OOPS, Composer, Drush, REST, Bootstrap
Front End: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, J-Query, React
Databases:  MySQL, SQL Server, MongoDB
IDE’s: Android Studio, Eclipse, Net Beans, IntelliJ, X Code, Visual Studio Code, Visual Studio
Deployment Servers: Acquia, Pantheon, AWS, Digital Ocean, GIT Pages, Netlify

Professional Experience

Software Application Developer 05/2018 - Present
Pinal County  Florence, Arizona

 Introduced Drupal as the main solution for the content-driven approach to County web applications.
 Communicate with end users and department leads to collect the quality requirements.
 Reviewing requirements for the website, including capabilities, governance, and workflow.
 Design, code and test various modules and processes to extend Drupal to meet requirements.
 Create custom Drupal modules, blocks, plugins, forms using PHP and Object Oriented principals.
 Strategize Integration's between the application and other systems.
 Create technical specifications, and implement scalable solutions within Drupal CMS.
 Defining strategy for the project and bringing the whole team to speed on the process.
 Create and update SSIS packages for huge SQL Server databases.

Application Developer (Full Stack) 07/2016 – 04/2018
City of Clovis  Clovis, California

 Developed mobile and web applications for Android, iOS and Web.
 Implemented location tracking feature integrated to a Backend service, helps reduced life risk at work.
 Developed complex various citations, reduced efforts by more than 50%.
 Build applications with ability to sending push notifications , capture photos, locations, audio recordings, 

signatures, scanning driver license, bluetooth printing and connect to REST API's.
 Assisted supervisor in developing REST API’s for the whole internal application.
 Refined features & implemented bug fixes resulting in decrease of crashes & increase in user retention.

Software Engineer 01/2014 – 06/2015
Incaendo Technologies Delhi, India

 Designed and developed web / mobile applications working in diverse technology stack (PHP, Android, 
MYSQL, HTML, CSS, AJAX, JavaScript, jQuery).

 Part of a team that worked on Recommendation System by maintaining order history.
 Implemented backend for admin with role based architecture.
 Developed features like secure Persistent Login Cookie, payment gateway integration, Analytics.

Education
Master of Science, Computer Science California State University, Fresno
Bachelor’s in technology, Computer Science Maharshi Dayanand University


